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View of “Sputterances,” Metro Pictures, New York, 2017.

In artist Sanya Kantarovsky’s latest curatorial venture, an exhibition at Metro Pictures organized around the underappreciated Dutch painter René Daniëls, he continues to examine the mechanics of artistic positioning. Similarly, in his previous
curated exhibition, “No Joke” at Tanya Leighton (Berlin, 2015), he grouped together work that, through humor and selfdeprecation, cast a self-reflexive eye on the mythologization of the artist.
Daniëls, who suffered a cerebral hemorrhage in 1987 at the age of 37, and has only made work sporadically since, was
initially received as a Neo-Expressionist, a movement known more for the expulsion of sweat and blood onto canvas than
critique of the broader art field. Yet Daniëls’s work—and the present exhibition, entitled “Sputterances,” a portmanteau of
sputter and utterance derived from a poem written by the artist—suggests that this is hardly a neither/nor proposition, and
that, rather, expression is tied to the mutual dependence of sense and nonsense, central to which is the question of the frame.
For “Sputterances,” Kantarovsky has assembled 22 artists, ranging from his peers, elder statespeople of figurative painting’s
seemingly perpetual renewal, and historical figures both vaunted and obscure, alongside three works by Daniëls. It’s not immediately clear what unites these artists, much less around Daniëls—few, if any, have had a direct relationship with the artist,
but all seem to share with Daniëls (and, it should be said, with Kantarovsky too) an interest in the moments where figuration
exceeds itself and spills into abstraction. Rather than placing other artists’ work in a historical or conceptual lineage with
Daniëls, “Sputterances” seeks to construct a transhistorical painting network on the basis of shared formal qualities and
diverse modes of affiliation.
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View of “Sputterances,” Metro Pictures, New York, 2017.

Formal resonances abound in this show, both across works in the exhibition and with Daniëls’s oeuvre as a whole. Celestial
bodies, a persistent motif in Daniëls’s work following his stroke, are depicted here in his only work from this later period in the
exhibition, 2006’s The Most Contemporary Picture Show, as well as in two more recent canvases by Mathew Cerletty (What’s
the Feels Like?, 2017) and Walter Swennen (Wind Blue, 2015). The giraffes that occasionally appear in Daniëls’s paintings,
redolent with themes of colonial expansion, are echoed in Leidy Churchman’s 2017 painting. Titled Free Delivery, it doesn’t
look like the elder artist’s work so much as the three giraffes staring out at the viewer evoke its disorienting humor. A shared
color palette of deep, earthy reds, blues, and greens leads to an unexpected synergy between the stunning nighttime tableau
of Jacob Lawrence’s painting Christmas in Harlem (1937), and the moody abstraction of Monique Mouton’s St. Patrick (2016).
Besides Daniëls’s aforementioned painting, “Sputterances” contains two works completed in the initial phase of the artist’s
career. The half-articulated forms of Hey verloren huis teruggevonden (The lost house found) (1982-83), where a wine glass
seems to merge with a woman’s face amidst a sea of sickly green, collapse figure into ground and show the artist under the
influence of surrealist automatism. More striking is Zonder titel (Untitled) (1987), part of a series of work in which Daniëls rigorously explored the art gallery as a kind of stage, insistently populating his canvases of this period with a mise en abyme-like
diagramming of the white cube. Often, as in here, where they are set against a simple off-white background, these perspectival renderings of gallery walls are abstracted to form another immediately recognizable motif with its own rich set of performative connotations, the bowtie. Painting, this body of work seems to say, is at heart a theatrical practice. To return to an
earlier question of framing, Daniëls’s painting isn’t expressive, but rather provides the parameters under which the artist can
inhabit different modes of being. The present exhibition not only recontextualizes Daniëls’s work among painters who both
preceded and followed him, but seeks also to bring a whole community into existence, however transitory it may be, through
Kantarovsky’s own encounter with him.
The complex, internecine role of community in defining artistic practice speaks to larger issues around the critical viability of
figurative painting today. Daniëls’s earlier work transpired at that crucial early 1980s moment in which the utopian microcommunities of punk gave way to a more familiar image of the art world as a globally interconnected network. In this respect,
one of the exhibition’s most disarming works is by the late Karlo Kacharava (1964-1994), still relatively unknown outside his
native Georgia, whose English Romanticism (1993) depicts a bohemian-looking couple walking through long grass, while
the word “London” and a cartoonish tugboat float mysteriously above them. This allusion to a particularly English mode of
pastoral romanticism perhaps belatedly anticipates the global marketing of subcultural style in which the art world functions
as its well-oiled R&D wing. If Daniëls’s work performs critique by taking as its subject the constructions that make expression possible, it’s not clear that a curatorial conceit that promises to revitalize and broaden the artist’s milieu is capable of a
comparable operation. Nonetheless, “Sputterances” is a refreshing exhibition, reminding the viewer that figurative painting
can be a vehicle for critique, beyond mere recourse to its sociality.
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Karlo Kacharava, English Romanticism, 1993, oil on canvas, 39⅜ by 39⅜ inches.

Often, a group show organized by an artist simply offers insight into the tastes and influences
of its curator. “Sputterances,” with works selected by Sanya Kantarovsky, feels like something
more. Certainly, the caricaturist’s line, fanciful subject matter, and layered, colliding pools
of color found in Kantarovsky’s painting have several analogues in “Sputterances.” The
show opens with an untitled Charlene von Heyl canvas from 1992 in which she played with
various painterly modes: blushing green apples with Cézanne-like black outlines tumble in
a pile above furry bulbs, as a brown lumpy figure stretches toward them. Jacob Lawrence’s
angular Christmas in Harlem (1937), with lanky black crosses leaning in a murky sky, and
Milton Avery’s Mother’s Boy (1944), which joins two faceless figures in uncanny intimacy, feel
united in their solid planes of color and dreamlike domestic scenes. René Daniëls is the muse
of “Sputterances”; a brain aneurysm effectively ended the Dutch painter’s career in 1987,
but Kantarovsky has included a slight, black-and-white painting of two planets from 2006.
The sum of these works is not just an exegesis on a painter’s personal world, but the beginnings of an alternative history of twentieth-century art—one where questions of abstraction
and figuration, or substrate and image, are subsumed into ones of polystylism, color, and
imagination.
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Bob Thompson, Bather and Red Bird, 1960 oil on board

Milton Avery, Mother’s Boy, 1944 oil on canvas

Considered among the most intriguing contemporary painters, Sanya Kantarovsky puts on his curatorial
hat for a group exhibition at Metro Pictures, bringing together a group of intergenerational painters under a
riveting concept. Stemming from Kantarovsky’s fascination for the work of Dutch painter René Daniëls, the
exhibition expands on a complex, yet genuine perspective on painting as a creative and intellectual process.
Used as a portmanteau expression by Daniëls, sputterance defines a sputter met with utterance. In painting,
this duello between the impulse for self expression and the opposing obstacle bears a fruitful platform for
creativity and visual abundance.
From Milton Avery’s subliminal Mother’s Boy that dates back to 1944 to Maria Lassnig’s eerie 2001 work Im
Netz, the paintings deliver a stylistic feast overall, while orchestrating an alternative approach to the urge to
paint. Apparent in work by painters ranging from contemporary names such as Paulina Olowska and Amalie
von Wulffen to pioneers like Charles Burchfield and Jacob Lawrence, the exhibition captures the tempestuous
nature of being a painter and taming the complexities and subtleties embedded in interpreting the reality.
“Daniëls may be best known for paintings depicting simple architectural spaces that, rendered in perspective,
look like bowties and often have monochromatic paintings hanging on the walls. Daniëls repeated this motif
again and again in more or less detail, an approach that speaks less to some anti-subjective seriality than it
does to a searching impulse[…]”, notes William S. Smith in his 2014 Art in America article about Daniëls’s
work.
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Detail of Charles Burchfield, Summer, 1926

As its title suggests, ‘Sputterances’ has much to do with language – specifically the degrees to which an artist succeeds or fails
at communicating an idea and the ways in which the content of paintings can be ‘read’. The exhibition includes the work of 21
visual artists and a poem contributed by Ben Lerner, which is printed on card with an illustration and available to takeaway. It
is organized by Sanya Kantarovsky, who was adroit in his selections, making visual and affective connections only discernible
to a painter invested in the craft and history of the medium. Kantarovsky has borrowed the show’s title from Dutch painter René
Daniëls, who defines ‘sputterance’ as the ‘sum of two opposing actions—a sputter and an utterance.’
Though not exclusively devoted to figuration, the exhibition is packed with images of human and creaturely bodies. The show
opens with a large painting by Daniëls, Het verloen huis teruggevonden (The lost house found) (1982-83), painted in myriad
shades of chartreuse, acidic green and ultramarine; an oversized eye hovers toward the left edge of the canvas, like a stretched
reflection in a glass. To the right is a swiftly rendered hand holding what could be candles or firecrackers. According to William
S. Smith, Daniëls ‘was a master at balancing complexity and ambition with affected naiveté.’

René Daniëls, Het verloren huis teruggevonden (The lost house found), 1982-1983
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Denzil Forrester, From Trench Town to Porthtowan, 2016

‘Sputterances’, as Daniëls defined them, are evident less in individual works than in the way one reads the exhibition as a
whole – in fits and starts. Some of the works announce (‘utter’) their subjects while others are more elusive (they ‘stutter’).
For instance, in the latter category, Walter Swennen’s Wind Blue (2015), a sparsely painted, pale blue ground peppered with
swift grey charcoal marks and pentimenti visible underneath, resembles diagrams of weather patterns, and bridges Mathew
Cerletty’s What’s The Feels Like (2017), a crisp and colourful rendition of a solar eclipse, with Daniëls’s The Most Contemporary
Picture Show (2006), a simple black and white oil painting of one planet orbiting another.
The oldest work in this exhibition – which spans 100 years – is Charles Burchfield’s small landscape Windy Trees in Sunlight,
painted circa 1917. Historical paintings like Burchfield’s appear alongside contemporary works that reference art history, both
explicitly and through more subtle resonances. In Jeanette Mundt’s The Waters Are Getting Warmer (2017), the solitary figure
swept up by a choppy sea and facing a shark recalls Winslow Homer’s The Gulf Stream (1899). Bob Thompson’s remarkable
1963 painting The Struggle, in which a woman is pulled apart by demonic figures, is the artist’s own take on the ‘Caprichos’ of
Francisco Goya. In Denzil Forrester’s From Trenchtown to Porthtowan (2016) a languid beach scene acquires political charge:
two white police officers, one holding a baton, usher away a forlorn black man with dreadlocks. To the right, a lounging man
wears a brimmed cap embroidered with the word ‘GRIM’.
A cluster of small works on paper by Jonas Lipps are hung adjacent to a hallway that connects the gallery’s two main exhibition
spaces. One of these, the watercolour painting untitled (13-07-15) (2015), depicts a corridor that opens up into a room peopled
by pink bodily forms. The work’s composition echoes the viewer’s own physical relation to the gallery, while its abridged geometry and rich green hues speak to the interior architecture found in Jacob Lawrence’s nearby painting, Christmas in Harlem (1937).
Each work on view deftly negotiates between surface appearance and symbolic content. Through his inclusions, Kantarovsky
posits painting as a social medium by foregrounding the tussle between the sensuous and the dialectical.

Bob Thompson, The Struggle, 1963
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It’s obvious that Sputterances was organized by a painter. For this survey of contemporary painting and its
forbears that spans exactly one century, twenty-one painters and one writer were selected by artist Sanya
Kantarovsky. The show circles around Dutch artist René Daniëls, whose Conceptual painting practice, and
close ties to the punk, new wave, and no wave underground music scene in the 1970s and ’80s, made him
an important figure in the Netherlands. Though his unassuming, erudite work was overlooked in New York
in the 1980s, today we see that it anticipated painting’s self-reflexive, critical turn in the intervening
decades.
Throughout the show, it is difficult to discern which works were
made in the early 20th century and which were made this year.
The earliest is a Charles Burchfield watercolor landscape from
1917, which lends the exhibition an air of museology, or even
sincerity. Recent paintings refer back to historical works, or
deploy anachronistic styles, such as Allison Katz’s Elf-Esteem
(2017), and Jeanette Mundt’s The Waters Are Getting Warmer
(2017), a copy of a detail from John Singleton Copley’s 1778
Watson and the Shark. Meanwhile, Milton Avery’s Mother’s
Boy (1944) is so fresh it looks like it hasn’t dried.
Cézanne apples tumble down behind a great bull-like form in a
surprising 1992 Charlene von Heyl. Opposite, in the late
Georgian painter Karlo Kacharava’s English Romanticism
(1993—the year before his death), a morose orange twilight
opens behind two wobbly figures who dissolve into a hideous
green sky. Next to it, in Amelie von Wulffen’s untitled work
from 2016, enormous vermin huddle in a violet room—recalling
Kafka’s Metamorphosis—illuminated only by a window at
night; street light projected across the floor carries with it
terrifying faces.

Milton Avery, Mother's Boy, 1944. Oil on canvas. 35 7/8
× 27 7/8 inches. Courtesy Metro Pictures.
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Kantarovsky’s last curatorial project, No Joke (2015) at Tanya Leighton, Berlin, featured a similar range of
artists, from Math Bass to Ad Reinhardt’s comic strips. It took on self-deprecating, critical artwork that
addressed the viewer directly. Sputterances ponders “the elusive boundary between doubt and conviction.”
It’s an eclectic group of paintings held together by a thin thematic premise. But we can forgive Kantarovsky,
as all of the works are so good, the effort to pull together these loans must have been Herculean, and the
complex, unexpected connections drawn between this intergenerational group are compelling. All of the
works share an under-resolution—even in Avery’s canvas, the hands are drawn in faltering pencil—or, they
maintain a casual attachment to their subject matter—as evidenced by the three giraffes in foreshortened
perspective that stare blankly at the viewer in Leidy Churchman’s perplexing Free Delivery (2017).
A top hat and bow-ties—Daniëls’s signature emblem that doubles as three walls seen in perspective, a
shorthand for the interior of a gallery—are multiplied across the sanded surface of Untitled (1987). The
black symbols are all painted over with washed ivory, making them almost the same color and tone as the
chromatic gray ground of white scraped over burnt umber. One bow was erased. The painting is mute. This
image is repeated on the letterpress prints, along with a restrained poem by Ben Lerner, which are available
as a takeaway.
Sputterance (sputter/utterance), Daniëls’s term, identifies “the gap between the impulse to express—to
utter—and the unanticipated obstacles—“sputters,” and relates to his paintings, which alternate between
language and symbol, and intuitive colorful gesture. A cerebral haemorrhage in 1987 all but halted
Daniëls’s artistic practice; he was thirty-seven. But in 2006, Daniëls began to produce work again. In one
small offering from that year, The Most Contemporary Picture Show (2006), a moon orbits a planet, drawn
in black oil on a white ground. This nearly two-decade gap in Daniëls’s production is a key to understanding
this disparate group of artists brought together over the berth of so many decades, separated by resonant
intervals.
In Milton Avery’s exquisite scene of intimacy, a boy is seated on his mother’s lap. Under her rose-colored
slippers she can feel the softness of the carpet. It is an embrace of soft abstract forms held together just so.
To the painting’s right, the late Belgian master Raoul de Keyser’s three horizontal lines are like a body of
water cutting across a landscape, while three vertical forms of transparent brush strokes hover over it like
air. And to its left, Mathew Cerletty’s hilarious model of the solar system, What’s the Feels Like? (2017); the
lavender sky beyond the sun’s immense orange glow is like a beacon against the gallery’s white walls,
illuminated by the blue light of the back skylight (no doubt placed there deliberately by Kantarovsky). It’s
so bright it hurts your eyes. These unconventional companions hang together, effortlessly, in a way only
another painter could position them.
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